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ABSTRACT
The analysis of exemplars is a potentially powerful way of acquainting 
students with academic standards and supporting their capacities to make 
informed academic judgements. This paper investigates the role of dialogue 
in supporting students to develop their appreciation of the nature of quality 
work. The research derives from a project involving nine teachers in a Faculty 
of Education, and uses data from a single case to analyse the dialogic use 
of exemplars. The findings illustrate how the teacher prioritised student 
talk and withheld his own evaluative judgements in the management of 
the discussion. A related dilemma lies in the balance between the student 
voice in constructing their views on the nature of quality and explicit teacher 
guidance. The main significance of the paper lies in its description of how 
exemplars dialogue can be orchestrated, and a discussion of some of the 
main features of the dialogue.

Introduction

Unless students have a conception of what good work looks like, it is difficult for them to produce 
quality assignments. One of the most promising ways of developing student understanding of the 
nature of quality is through discussing exemplars of student work. By producing accounts of strengths, 
weaknesses and how the work could have been done better, students gain experience in making 
academic judgements and compare their perceptions with those of the teacher (Sadler 2010). This 
development of student capacities to make judgements is a core element of assessment for learning 
in higher education (Sadler 1989; Boud 2000).

We define exemplars as carefully chosen samples of student work which are used to illustrate dimen-
sions of quality and clarify assessment expectations. Although exemplars could also be constructed by 
teachers (Handley and Williams 2011; Blair et al. 2014), we believe that using student samples is both 
authentic and user-friendly. The exemplars are sometimes the same assignment which students are 
working on (e.g. Orsmond, Merry, and Reiling 2002), or may be similar parallel tasks (Hendry, Armstrong, 
and Bromberger 2012).

There seems, however, to be some lack of teacher appreciation of the value of exemplars in sup-
porting the development of student evaluative judgements (Thomson 2013). A particular concern 
discouraging teachers from using exemplars is that some students may interpret them as model answers 
to be imitated (Handley and Williams 2011). The sensitive handling of the teacher-led discussion phase 
may mitigate this challenge by encouraging students to take ownership of insights, and highlighting 
that quality work can take different forms (To and Carless 2015). Congruent with this position, it has 
been suggested that the quality of the dialogue about the exemplars is a key factor in helping students 
understand how academic judgements are made (Hendry, Armstrong, and Bromberger 2012; Bloxham 
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2  D. CARlESS AnD K. K. H. CHAn

2013). Through this dialogue, characteristics of quality can be made visible to students, and teachers 
can illuminate their tacit ways of interpreting criteria (Handley and Williams 2011).

This paper is drawn from a project in which nine colleagues in a Faculty of Education researched 
the dialogic use of exemplars. The premise underpinning the project was that the dialogue around the 
exemplars is crucial in advancing student understanding of goals and standards, but relatively little is 
known about what good dialogue around exemplars looks like. The aim of this paper, which investi-
gates a striking case from the project, is to examine the organisation and key moves in the discussion 
phase of an exemplars session. Its significance lies in its analysis of how dialogue was managed, and it 
illustrates a key dilemma in the dialogue phase: the balance between student construction of notions 
of quality and explicit teacher guidance.

Analysing exemplars to support student understanding of quality

There is a modest and steadily developing literature on the use of exemplars as an element of assess-
ment for learning in higher education.

Rationale and benefits

A theoretical rationale for exemplars use lies in the concept of tacit knowledge (Polanyi 1958), the kind 
of knowledge which is difficult to transfer verbally or in writing. Acquiring tacit knowledge takes place 
through activities, such as observation, imitation, participation and dialogue (Bloxham and Campbell 
2010). When students are able to develop tacit knowledge which corresponds broadly with that of the 
teacher, they are positioned to make sense of the teacher’s judgement and its rationale (Sadler 2010). 
Exemplars are particularly useful vehicles for the development of this tacit knowledge.

Tacit knowledge is experienced rather than defined (Sadler 2002), so the concreteness of exemplars 
can make them more accessible than lists of criteria in the form of rubrics. Exemplars play a role in 
supporting students to apply and make sense of criteria (Bell, Mladenovic, and Price 2013). Students’ 
active engagement with criteria and exemplars helps them to internalise assessment task requirements 
(nicol 2010). Analysing exemplars supports students in making sound academic judgements and has 
potential to aid performance on similar tasks (Smith et al. 2013).

There is plenty of evidence in the literature that students from a variety of disciplines are positive 
about being exposed to exemplars (e.g. Hendry, Armstrong, and Bromberger 2012; lipnevich et al. 
2014). This is not surprising because, by clarifying expectations, the process of preparing assignments 
is simplified (Carless 2015). Exemplars show different ways of approaching a task (Orsmond, Merry, and 
Reiling 2002), reduce some of the anxiety which surrounds assessment (Yucel et al. 2014) and provide 
students with increased confidence to tackle a task (Hendry and Anderson 2013). Analysing exemplars 
seems to support student learning, and appears to be a high-leverage pedagogic strategy for a minimal 
investment of time and resources (Smith et al. 2013).

Modes of implementation

The relevant literature shows that there are a variety of different ways of implementing exemplars: 
optional workshops (Rust, Price, and O’Donovan 2003); online resources with or without annotations 
(e.g. Handley and Williams 2011); and as part of regular timetabled classes (e.g. Hendry, Armstrong, 
and Bromberger 2012). Exemplars by themselves are insufficient: they need to be interpreted so that 
insights can be applied to a specific assessment task (Handley, den Outer, and Price 2013). A study in 
which five law teachers used exemplars in different ways illustrates alternative modes of implementa-
tion (Hendry, Armstrong, and Bromberger 2012). Based on short interviews with three of the teachers, 
all reported starting with peer discussion of the exemplars, then teacher ‘A’ focused on a teacher-led 
discussion, teacher ‘B’ emphasised only the weaknesses of the exemplars and teacher ‘C’ did not carry 
out any explanation or follow-up. The students in the class of teacher ‘A’ performed significantly better 
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ASSESSMEnT & EvAlUATIOn In HIgHER EDUCATIOn  3

on their assignment than students in the other classes, suggesting that a balanced, teacher-led discus-
sion of exemplars is important (Hendry, Armstrong, and Bromberger 2012), although the study does 
not elaborate how this dialogue was organised or managed.

Main challenges

Probably the main teacher concern about using exemplars is that some students might wrongly inter-
pret them as standard model answers to be copied or plagiarised (Handley and Williams 2011). One way 
of mitigating this challenge is for students to link their analysis to assessment criteria (Bell, Mladenovic, 
and Price 2013). Another way of reducing temptation for student copying is for there to be some varia-
tion between the exemplar and the actual task which students are about to tackle (Hendry, Armstrong, 
and Bromberger 2012). It is also important for students to be exposed to more than one exemplar, so 
they can discern that quality can be expressed in different ways (Sadler 2010).

A second challenge is that students often find it difficult to evaluate samples accurately until they are 
exposed to teacher thinking about the rationale for the grades awarded (Handley and Williams 2011). 
There is a danger, however, that if students become too dependent on teacher guidance, their learning 
strategies are reduced to ‘chasing what the tutor wants’ (Orsmond and Merry 2013, 748). There seems to 
be some need for teachers to enhance their skills in facilitating and leading student discussion about 
exemplars (Hendry, Armstrong, and Bromberger 2012). Teachers might identify ways of developing a 
responsive, interactive style of managing discussion of exemplars which sensitively explains their own 
thinking about key features of exemplars, and also stimulates students’ own critical thinking (Hendry 
and Anderson 2013).

Summary

There is a persuasive academic rationale for using exemplars in that their skilful use develops student 
understanding of standards, and rehearses important skills in making academic judgements. There 
are a variety of implementation strategies noted in the literature, but a lack of clear consensus about 
what good use of exemplars involves. The main learning benefits from exemplars seem to arise from 
the teacher-led dialogue, but prior exemplars literature provides limited insight into how the dialogue 
might be facilitated.

Method

The study is framed by the following question: what are the main features of a specific exemplars 
dialogue and how is it orchestrated?

Context

The first author was principal investigator of the exemplars project and acted as critical friend for the 
research reported in this paper. The second author was the teacher-researcher and carried out the 
dialogic use of exemplars with a class of nine third-year undergraduate teacher education students of 
science specialism. The small class size follows from the limited need for science teachers in the Hong 
Kong school curriculum, which is dominated by the subjects of Chinese, Mathematics and English. The 
small class seemed to offer a promising context for dialogic use of exemplars. A further facilitating factor 
was that this group of students had been taught by the teacher-researcher in the previous semester, 
and trusting relationships had been established. University ethical guidelines were followed, including 
voluntary participation, freedom to withdraw and the use of pseudonyms to preserve anonymity.

In relation to the selection of exemplars for discussion, two excellent samples were chosen on the 
basis of a twofold rationale. First, although mindful that exemplars could be used to show diversity 
of standards along a quality continuum, we decided to use excellent exemplars on the grounds that 
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4  D. CARlESS AnD K. K. H. CHAn

students might have more to learn from high-quality work. The second feature is that the exem-
plars were analogous to, but not the same as, the final assignment task as recommended by Hendry, 
Armstrong, and Bromberger (2012): both were reflective essays but the content and focus were dif-
ferent. The students in our study were required to write a reflective essay about their evolving views 
of effective practical work based on their analysis of a lesson video showing practical work in science. 
The criteria for the reflective essay were based on the generic criteria for the programme, and focused 
on five elements: content; logic and coherence; understanding of relevant literature; language; and 
presentation format. Students used these criteria during the classroom analysis of the exemplars, but, 
in their reading of exemplars before coming to class, they used their own pre-existing notions of what 
good writing should involve.

Data collection

The research methods were qualitative. The perceptions of students on the use of exemplars were  
collected through three methods. An open-ended survey identified students’ perceptions of their 
involvement in different forms of dialogue about the exemplars. Two fully transcribed focus group 
interviews carried out by the critical friend elicited students’ perceptions of key issues in the implemen-
tation of the exemplars class. Exit slips, brief written reflections on developing knowledge and under-
standings (leigh 2012), documented students’ perceptions of their learning from the relevant activities. 
Data from the teacher were collected in three ways. First, the critical friend conducted a fully transcribed 
in-depth interview focused on the rationale, implementation and challenges of the exemplars class, 
including a detailed discussion of the teacher’s views of the nature of a successful exemplars dialogue. 
Second, the teacher-researcher compiled a reflective journal, involving three entries of about 3000 
words each, which included his preliminary analysis of the student data. Third, the exemplar class was 
observed live by the critical friend, and the video recording was transcribed for further analysis. Table 1  
summarises the data collection.

Data analysis

The video of the exemplars class was first transcribed verbatim and segmented with respect to the 
major classroom activities. Based on the transcript, the major activities related to the management of 
the exemplars dialogue were identified. To explore the exemplar dialogue further, the relevant parts of 
the teacher-led discussion were divided into idea units, denoting meaningful chunks of conversation 
(van Es 2009). The coding scheme presented in Table 2 was developed inductively from the data to 
describe how the teacher managed the exemplars discussion. We adapted some codes from existing 

Table 1. major data sources.

Data source Description
students open-ended survey investigated student views of their 

experience of engaging in dialogue 
about the exemplars

Focus group interviews Probed student views about issues 
arising from the dialogue about the 
exemplars

exit slips collected students’ views about their 
learning experiences in the exemplar 
class

teacher-researcher teacher interview Focused on issues in relation to the 
implementation of the exemplar class

reflective journal Analysed the implementation of the 
exemplars class and the student 
response

class video transcript enabled coding and analysis of the 
exemplars dialogues
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ASSESSMEnT & EvAlUATIOn In HIgHER EDUCATIOn  5

schemes on teacher facilitation of discussions (Zhang, lundeberg, and Eberhardt 2011; van Es et al. 
2014), with other codes, specific to exemplars, being original to our scheme: e.g. codes 11–15.

Other student and teacher data were uploaded to nvivo to facilitate data management. Our general 
approach was inductive analysis to generate understandings from the data. The teacher-researcher 
assigned codes to the data, building on the groundwork established through his reflective journal 
entries. Iterative cycles of further refinement followed from the challenges of the critical friend.

In order to enhance the trustworthiness of interpretations, we triangulated between different data-
sets and re-visited the data on multiple occasions during the writing process. As a further step, we invited 
the views of the other seven faculty team members in the exemplars project, and used their comments 
to clarify our thinking. Faculty team members’ views are selectively incorporated within the analysis.

Limitations

There are two main limitations to the study. The first relates to the small class and sample size which 
represents an unusual context and may limit the generalisability of findings. It is congruent with our 
aim, however, of illustrating the potential of dialogue around exemplars. The second limitation is com-
mon to most forms of teacher-research in that the personal involvement of the teacher-researcher may 
influence students’ responses or lead to potential bias in the interpretation of data. These concerns were 
mitigated, to some extent, by the involvement of the critical friend in data collection and collaborative 
analysis. The larger group of faculty team members also enhanced our reflexivity by challenging our 
interpretations and raising alternative views.

Findings

We begin by describing the major activities to promote analysis of exemplars and the associated teacher 
rationale to provide a context for the later discussion of the dialogue. This is followed by discussing a 

Table 2. coding scheme identifying teacher moves.

Codes Examples of teacher talk
(1) eliciting student views Any other view on that?
(2) eliciting views from a specific student mario, anything to say?
(3) inviting questions from students Any question you want to ask?
(4) Probing for explanation i want to hear why classmates think that it is not appropriate to use a 

table in the essay
(5) revoicing student views Winnie was saying that if we represent the ideas in a table format, then 

probably it would limit the thinking
(6) summarising student views so you mentioned three points, one is that the author was able to  

identify the change
(7) elaborating student views it seems that this comment is pointing out something important. it is  

saying that the structure of the paragraph is coherent and logical.
(8) Praising contribution Actually i think they raised a very good point
(9) offering views in my view, the author knew a lot of theories. He understood the con-

cepts but he just didn’t connect them purposively
(10) Wait time Waiting for 3–21 seconds
(11) referring to the assessment criteria so, sometimes we have to avoid the use of grand words because it may 

illustrate to the assessor that you do not fully understand the words. 
remember the criterion of understanding relevant literature

(12) Prompting reading of the exemplar You may also refer to page 5 of the essay
(13) Asking for an example How about in sample 2, what was the future action the author was 

mentioning?
(14) giving an example i can read the relevant sentence from the exemplar: ‘these elements 

of good science teaching will form the blueprint for my future lesson 
planning’

(15) interpreting the exemplar the author may be thinking that it is more important to motivate the 
students to learn

(16) organisation How about we start with the criteria of presentation format? vicky and 
Winnie, please share your work
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6  D. CARlESS AnD K. K. H. CHAn

number of classroom episodes. These episodes are chosen to illustrate the most salient features of the 
dialogue as identified by our coding scheme. In order to show the relationship between the codes and 
the findings, we indicate in parentheses the code from Table 2 to which our analysis relates.

Management and rationale of the exemplars class

Analysis of the exemplars was organised in the following way. First, prior to the class students analysed 
the strengths and weaknesses of the two exemplars, and submitted their analysis to the teacher. Second, 
the teacher elaborated the rationale for analysing exemplars. Third, students discussed their accounts 
of the strengths and weaknesses of the two exemplars in pairs. Fourth, students elicited views from 
classmates, and summarised them in the form of mini-presentations. The third and fourth steps provided 
ample opportunities for students to share and discuss their opinions. Finally, students submitted an 
exit slip reflecting on their learning from the discussion of exemplars. Table 3 summarises the major 
activities related to the exemplars, the various modes of student engagement and the time allocated.

The teacher wrote about some of his intentions in his journal:
My rationale was to guide them to analyze the exemplars from individual, to peer, to teacher-guided. I want to allow 
them to be exposed to divergent views about each dimension of the criteria and for them to have ample time to 
construct their own ideas. Through the peer talk, I want them to attend to some of the criteria that they wouldn’t 
have noticed in their individual analysis. (teacher journal entry)

When he was asked about the nature of a good exemplars dialogue, he responded as follows: 
For a good dialogue, I think it should involve student ideas. The teacher should re-voice the student ideas so that 
finally it would be easier for the students to get the ideas about quality work. (teacher interview)

In his reflective journal, he also mentioned not imposing his views on students: 
I constantly remind myself that I should aim at a shared understanding instead of me didactically telling them. 
(teacher journal entry)

His constructivist orientation seemed to be recognised by his students as in the following comment:
I think he tends to prefer not to do much teacher-telling. He actually didn’t tell us how to structure a good reflection. 
Instead, he prefers to scaffold us to find out by ourselves how to write it. (vicky, focus group interview)

The management of the dialogue followed from this orientation of making students’ views central. The 
coding of the video transcripts indicated that the most common facilitation move was eliciting student 
views (code 1). We highlight this aspect in the three episodes which follow. It is not our contention that 
the way of handling the dialogue is novel or special; it represents instead a baseline finding for what 
an exemplars dialogue might involve.

Episode 1

This episode arose from the student mini-presentation in relation to the criterion of presentation format, 
and revolved around a student-identified issue of whether presenting information in tabular form is 
useful in a reflective essay.

Transcript 1. Eliciting student views (code 1)

1. Winnie: Actually there are mixed views of our classmates on this issue. the majority generally agreed that the 
ideas are well organised by the table but another group of students suggested that tables should be 
avoided in an essay. is it really possible to have a table format?

2. teacher: so the issue is whether we should have a table in an essay, some of you are saying that it’s not appropri-
ate. i want to hear why classmates think that it is not appropriate to use a table in the essay. Why do you 
think so?

3. Winnie: i think that the table format limits the ideas and creativity because the student has to refer to the 
heading of the column

4. teacher: Winnie was saying that if we represent the ideas in a table format, then probably it would limit the 
thinking. is that what you mean?
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ASSESSMEnT & EvAlUATIOn In HIgHER EDUCATIOn  7

The first teacher utterance summarised student views (code 6), probed for explanation (code 4) and 
elicited students’ views (code 1). At turns 4 and 7, he revoiced student views (code 5) but withheld his 
own judgement. Finally, he elicited opinions from the critical friend in Transcript 2, following shortly 
after Transcript 1.

Finally, the teacher offers his own view in the form of a summary, which answers the student query 
about the acceptability of a table in an essay and adds that its potential value is the key consideration.

Students also stated their perceptions of this episode:
I realized there is freedom for us to build our essay. We can construct tables if we feel it makes things clearer, even 
though it depends on the requirements and content of the essay. (Betty, exit slip)

Table 3. major activities related to exemplars.

Major Activity  Engagement with 

exemplars  

Before class  Students analysed exemplars individually to identify 

strengths and weaknesses.  

Individual analysis  

During class  

Major Activity  Duration 

Teacher explanation of the purposes of using 

exemplars  

10 mins 

Students working in pairs to share their 

responses about the exemplars 

50 mins Paired work  

 Teacher-facilitated student mini-

presentations about the exemplars  

40 mins Whole class 

analysis  

At end of class  Student completion of exit slips to reflect on learning.  Individual 

reflection  

5. Winnie: Yes
6. vicky: or maybe tables are just for expressing some information and then you have some elaboration or 

discussion of the information in the table
7. teacher: so you mean that if the author is using a table, then there should be some related discussion?

Transcript 2. Offering views (code 9)

1. critical friend: We need to consider a piece of writing as an argument and if a table can help with our argument then 
it is probably useful. i agree that either before or after it, there is usually some elaboration

2. teacher: so to sum up, the table is used to advance an argument and should be linked in some way to the text. 
it is reasonable to include tables in academic writing. so we can put tables but the next question i 
want you to think about is whether it is worth putting a table. this is another thing to consider
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8  D. CARlESS AnD K. K. H. CHAn

We have effectively discussed the purpose, rationale and use of tables in an essay. It really contradicts my original 
view that a table should not appear in an essay. (Wallace, exit slip)

These comments are suggestive of some development of student thinking or change of beliefs, 
which are potentially worthwhile outcomes of the discussion.

To summarise, this episode has illustrated some salient features of the exemplars dialogue. It 
addressed a question raised by students about the suitability of the use of a table in an essay. The dis-
cussion began with student views which were revoiced and summarised, with the teacher withholding 
his own evaluative judgement until the very end of the episode. He wrote about this last aspect in his 
reflective journal:

Delaying judgment is important. I often learn a lot from my students how they think and I really want them to be 
aware of what their reasons are and to compare their views with others. (teacher journal entry)

The delay of judgement seems important in allowing students the opportunity to reason together and 
revise their views in light of the discussion. An important implication for exemplars dialogue is the 
desirability of allowing students time and space to refine their evaluative judgements. This is something 
that many teachers may not feel inclined to do if they perceive other priorities, such as covering cur-
riculum content.

Episode 2

The exemplar class afforded considerable time for peer-to-peer talk, in line with the teacher rationale 
for students to construct their own views about the exemplars. This emphasis was generally supported 
by faculty team members, who perceived that full student participation was an important part of an 
effective exemplars discussion. Students also seemed generally appreciative of the opportunities for 
them to construct their own ideas, as illustrated by a number of representative comments:

Through discussion and interpretation, we really know the strength and weakness of our analysis and identify the 
criteria of a good reflective essay. (open-ended survey response)

Discussing with peers generated my thinking process and I could see more of what I didn’t notice earlier. (open-
ended survey response)

Knowledge created by students themselves can leave a deeper impression than knowledge transmitted by 
spoon-feeding. (linda, exit slip)

In Transcript 3, we show how the teacher used peer talk to bring out selected points from the exem-
plars. He observed two students having a useful discussion which he believed would benefit the whole 
class. He had noticed that, under the criteria of content, the notion of consistent focus in an essay was 
not mentioned in the student mini-presentations. It occurred to him that he needed to solicit linda’s 
contribution to bring out this point. The following transcript shows how this intentional elicitation of 
student views was carried out:

Transcript 3. Eliciting views from a specific student (code 2)

1. teacher: Any more things that you noticed? How about linda? i heard that you talked to tina and changed your 
views

2. linda: Yes, originally i thought that the author provided a lot of evidence to support his views, but actually tina 
mentioned the evidence is about the effectiveness of the teacher rather than evidence to support his 
view. so it is not too related to the task in the reflective essay

3. teacher: linda was saying that originally she thought it is good for the author to provide evidence that the 
teaching is effective. But then on reconsideration, it seems to her that the main focus of the essay is about 
changing views of good science teaching rather than whether the lesson is effective or not. the evidence 
is not very focused on the changing views of science teaching. is it what you mean?

4. linda: Yes
5. teacher: sometimes when we’re writing we lose a bit of our focus, so remember to think about the focus of your 

writing
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ASSESSMEnT & EvAlUATIOn In HIgHER EDUCATIOn  9

The teacher was able to capitalise on the peer discussion by eliciting from a specific student a dimension 
related to the exemplar. This strategy is contingent on his ability to listen attentively to the peer talk, 
something which would probably have been more difficult in a larger class. linda expressed her own 
view in relation to this episode:

We can exchange our opinions and my views can be supported or supplemented by my peers. They also come up 
with some ideas that I didn’t have. Analysing samples of student work is beneficial for cultivating critical thinking. 
When we judge others’ work, it seems we can point out both strengths and weakness without bias. (linda, exit slip)

It seems that, through the negotiation with her peers, linda perceives that she is able to refine her 
thinking about the exemplars and develop wider skills in making unbiased judgements.

To sum up, this episode illustrates the potential value of peer discussion in the analysis of exemplars 
as students exchange ideas and reconsider previous positions. The teacher can elicit selected student 
views to build on student insights and make them visible to the whole class.

Episode 3

With time running out, the teacher concluded with a brief monologue which summarised a student 
contribution. Transcript 4 shows part of the concluding teacher discourse.

In accordance with his emphasis on the student voice, the teacher-researcher ended by summaris-
ing a student view (code 6) and an organisational move (code 16) of inviting student follow-up on the 
Moodle platform. The critical friend questioned the teacher-researcher why there was a lack of summary 
about the exemplars at the end of the class. The teacher explained his thinking as follows: 

The students may want me to elaborate the characteristics of a good reflective essay but that’s not what I’m going 
to do. If they really think about the substance of the talk, I think they will get the key ideas. (teacher interview)

He wanted students to develop their own concept of quality rather than being over-reliant on the 
teacher. When observing the class, the critical friend was convinced that there should have been a 
concluding summary aimed at sharing tacit knowledge and consolidating insights from the discussion 
of the exemplars. Subsequent data collection prompted the critical friend to reconsider this view and 
brought out some of the complexity of the issue. We present a representative selection of students’ 
views, because they address key tensions in the balance between teacher and student voice:

Maybe sometimes if a teacher gives you too much guidance on what is expected, then you tend to follow his 
format. (Chris, focus group interview)

It is appropriate for him not to conclude and let us find out something for ourselves. (Wallace, focus group interview)

We actually didn’t achieve much of a summary. Maybe it would be better if the teacher does that at the end. (Tina, 
focus group interview)

Maybe he didn’t want to tell us the answer directly but I think sometimes we need to be told what a good essay 
should be like. (Amy, focus group interview)

These comments bring out some of the dilemmas between student co-construction of understandings 
and more explicit summaries of key points from the exemplars. The data showed that students were 
fairly evenly split between those who appreciated concluding in an open-ended way and those who 
wanted more explicit guidance. The majority view among faculty team members indicated that reaching 
some form of consensus through the discussion was an important part of an exemplars dialogue, and 
a summary of that consensus would be an orthodox way of concluding.

Transcript 4. Summarising student views (code 6)

1. teacher: i have actually selected some very good comments that you wrote in the preparatory task but we don’t 
have sufficient time to cover them. so, for example, tina is saying that sample 2 has a nice structure, intro-
duction, development and wraps up the ideas at the end. i will post them on moodle, have a look at them
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To sum up this episode, we have discussed dilemmas in relation to appropriate ways of concluding 
the exemplars discussion. An advantage of an open-ended conclusion is that it encourages students 
to continue developing their own conception of quality. An advantage of a more explicit summary is 
that it might consolidate some key ideas from the discussion. Our supposition is that most teachers 
would conclude an exemplars discussion with some form of summary.

Discussion

This paper discusses an exemplars dialogue involving a small class, a motivated teacher enthusiastic 
about exemplar use, and the provision of extensive time for discussion. The dialogic use of exemplars 
was orchestrated through the following steps:

(1)    Student pre-reading of exemplars prior to class to derive individual insights and preserve 
time for classroom dialogue;

(2)    Peer interaction to exchange views and apply assessment criteria;
(3)    Mini-presentations and teacher-orchestrated discussion in which ideas about quality writing 

are co-constructed;
(4)    Exit slips in which students consolidated reflections about the exemplars and enabled the 

teacher to understand their thinking.

Although relatively simple and user-friendly, we believe that these steps represent a modest 
enhancement on some of the modes of implementation used in previous literature. For example, in 
the study by Handley and Williams (2011), online exposure to exemplars was arranged but there was 
limited student participation in online discussion. In the study by Hendry, Armstrong, and Bromberger 
(2012), only one of the teacher implementers reported leading a balanced teacher-led discussion of 
the exemplars, whereas the other two did not. no previous exemplars study has reported using exit 
slips, which are an additional form of communication between the students and the teacher. A further 
element of exit slips, or alternative follow-up activities, could involve students planning how insights 
from the exemplar analysis might inform their own assignment. This additional stage would bring 
together two key aspects of students’ learning from exemplars: making judgements and transferring 
insights to their own work.

Analysis of dialogue is under-explored in previous exemplars literature. Dialogic use of exemplars 
is consistent with the idea that tacit knowledge is hard to communicate and needs to be experienced 
through interaction. In our study, the teacher-researcher orchestrated dialogue about exemplars by 
emphasising the elicitation of students’ views, whilst generally withholding his own judgement until 
the student voice had been thoroughly aired. Our analysis of the classroom talk enables us to identify 
the main features of the exemplars dialogue. The processes of teacher-led dialogue:

•  Prioritised elicitation of student views and aired divergent viewpoints (e.g. episode 1);
•  Privileged student thinking and reasoning about the exemplars (e.g. episode 2);
•  Showed linkages between peer talk and whole-class discussion (e.g. episodes 2 and 3);
•  Provided some evidence of development in student views (e.g. episodes 1 and 2);
•  Made explicit some key qualities of the exemplars (e.g. episode 2).

We infer that the essence of a productive exemplars dialogue is a discussion in which multiple view-
points are explored to facilitate the co-construction of reasoned judgements about the exemplars. The 
interplay between student construction of ideas and explicit teacher guidance represents a pedagogic 
choice which invites further research: what are the key parameters of a judicious balance between 
teacher commentary and student expression of ideas in an exemplars dialogue?

In order to enable productive exemplars dialogues, the teacher needs pedagogic sensitivity. This 
includes preparation of key potential messages prior to the exemplars discussion; flexible responses 
to students’ evolving thinking; and adroitness in making use of student views to build shared 
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understandings about quality. The teacher also needs skills related to elicitation, including use of wait 
time, attentive listening and the use of non-evaluative discourse. A faculty team member also added 
a useful point that discussion needs to go beyond surface features of exemplars, and indicate how 
they relate to wider intended learning outcomes. Dialogue around exemplars should bring to the fore 
important features of quality rather than superficial strengths or weaknesses of the task response.

A further contribution lies in this paper being possibly the first related to assessment for learning in 
higher education which has analysed transcripts of exemplars dialogue. The coding scheme for analys-
ing how the teacher manages the exemplars dialogue (Table 2) carries potential both to inform practice 
and act as a tool for further research. For example, the coding scheme could be used by teachers to 
reflect on the strengths and weaknesses of how they manage an exemplars dialogue. Further research 
could also uncover similar, different or additional teacher moves, including quantitative analysis of 
which moves are most frequent and qualitative investigation of the perceived value of the specific 
teacher facilitation strategies.

Conclusion

A central thesis of our paper is that the dialogic use of exemplars should be a core aspect of teachers’ 
repertoire of assessment for learning strategies, in that the development of student skills in making 
academic judgements is fundamental to the university experience. The potential benefits of using exem-
plars are enhanced by peer dialogue, providing students with opportunities to explain and reconsider 
their judgements. Subsequent teacher-led dialogue around the exemplars provides opportunities for 
teachers’ tacit knowledge about standards and criteria to be acquired by students.

A critical issue is the wider applicability of the dialogic use of exemplars. How the dialogue might be 
managed in different disciplines or in varied contextual circumstances permits a considerable amount 
of flexibility across a number of dimensions. These include: the balance between oral and written dia-
logue about the exemplars; the extent to which online discussion of exemplars should be encouraged 
or required; the nature and extent of peer talk; how the teacher-led dialogue is managed; the extent 
and type of follow-up after the discussion; and the amount of time allocated to these possible activities.

A novel aspect of this paper is its analysis of the classroom dialogue in relation to exemplars. This also 
opens up various areas for further research. To what extent would a productive dialogue be harder to 
achieve with a larger class or different classroom dynamics? How might online dialogue about exemplars 
be effectively facilitated and monitored? What does a productive peer interaction about exemplars 
look like?
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